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ABSTRACT
It is necessary to distinguish the functions,

services and products of various types of information services. For
example, document centers, clearinghouses, referral centers, and
special libraries deal mainly with information in a broad sense. The
main function of information analysis centers, however, is to
optimize the ratio of knowledge to information generated. The key
activities involve the analysis, interpretation, syntheses,
evaluation, and repackaging of information. These functions and
services are performed by high level professional personnel and
subject experts. Because of this capability to distill reliable
knowledge from information, information analysis centers can play a
critical role in making better use of information already generated.
(CH)
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Tiff IMPOTITANCF Or INFORMATION ANALYSIS ITEPS
IN TIE PERFORMANCE OF INFORMATION FERvicrs

!y paper will discuss how the activities of the information analysis

center can enhance the performance of information services. Many observers

(4,7) have noted that one of the major goals of a scientifically and techno-

logically oriented society is to optimize the ratio of knowledge generated to

information generated. The information analysis center is a mechanism that can

help accomplish such a goal. the chief product of an inforration analysis center

is knowledge. The chief products of other tyres of information systems are

information. Having said this, I recognize the statement might sound like double-

talk, therefore, before going any further, it might be well to establish a common

frame of reference.

Information is a generic term, having a number of subsets. Most dictionaries

define information as knowledge, intelligence, facts, figures, news, or data

which can be used, transferred, or conmunicated. The longest-lived, most

persistent sort of information is called tahlv. Ynowledge is the result

of an act or state of understanding. It is the clear perception or learning

rained through experience or ruminative cognition. The term, data, Is often

defined as raw facts. Post information originates in this context, as raw,

undigested data. In science and technology, data are characterized by their

tendency toward numerics or quantifcation. Quantified data intellectually

processed become information and produce knowledge (6).

Since I have used the termt,inforration services, information analYSis

center, and information system, a few more definitions are necessary. A system.

IS an arrangement :of parts or elements working together to perform a set of

operations in the accomplishment of the purpose of the whole. Services are a
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system of activities and materials used to accomplish some regular work or

accommodation for the user. The term, information system, refers to the methods,

materials, redia, producers and recipients involved in an organized Way to

effect information transfer within a specific field, activity, or organization.

Information services is the term applied to the system of resources, personnel,

activities, and materials for providing specific users with data, information,

counsel, documentation, and/Or documents. A library is a snecific type of

information system. It is a collection of documents, organized and maintained

for reference and study, usually for a designated set of users. Libraries

probably are as old as the written word. The first libraries, established in the

::ear East about 350r) nc, were repositories of clay tablets or papyrus scrolls

that recorded such inforration as vital statistics, recipes, boundaries of land,

meteorological phenomena, and political events. mhe early librarians were scholars

and subject specialists; the library resources and the system of oneration were

doubtless analogous to those of the present, day information analysis center (0.

Units providing information services in organizations are frequently titled

information centers or information denartments. The concert of an information

center has been changing. The tremendous increase in scientific research and

develorment activities since World War II sterred up derands for expanded, more

efficient, and better-integrated information services. The result has been a trend

to unify library, patent, translation, report writing, archival, abstracting, litera-

ture research, editorial, communications, and publications activities within a

single facility. 7,te centrali?Ation of all, 'some, or only two or three of these

activities has at tim0 .received the appellatibn of information center. `'ore

information centers Offer additional services 'such as replies to queries, retro

spectiVe searches, selective dissemination of information, and Other types of services.
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In practise, other terms are used, depending upon the variations within the

services, as for example, documentation center, clearinghouse, referral center,

and special library. To help clarify this very confusing situation, T have

organized Table 1 to compare the functions, services and nroducts of these

various types of organizational units. This table is an expansion and revision of

the tables constructed by Painter (3). Before we examine Table 1, let me complete

my definitions. The term, information analysis center, Is very recent, but the

concept is as old as human culture. The COSATI Panel on Information Analysis

Centers has defined it as:

...a formally structured organizational unit snecifically (but not

necessarily exclusively) established for the purpose of acquiring,

selecting, storing, retrieving, evaluating, analyzing, and synthe-

sizing a body of information and/or data in a clearly defined

specialized field or pertaining to a specific mission with the

intent of corpiling, digesting, repackaging, or otherwise organizing

and presenting pertinent information and/or data in a form most

authoritative, timely, and useful to a society of peers and management (2),

rurther, the Panel developed the following criteria for characterizing and identifying

the information analysis centers:

The key activities are the analysis, internretation, synthesis,

evaluation, and repackaging of information for the purpose of enabling

users better to assimilate the information or numerical data of a

specific field.

An information analysis center uses subject specialists to perform

the analysis eValuation or Synthesis.



An information analysis center produces [knowledge in the

form of) new, evaluated information in. the form of critical reviews,

state-ofthe-artronographs, or lata corpilations and usually nrovides

substan'Ave evaluated responses to queries.

An information analysis center provides assistance to a com-

munity of users and not just assistance to "in-house" personnel (2).

Let us now examine Table i. At one end is the special library and at the

other is the information analysis center. That there is a continuum in function

is not necessarily implied, Powever, the word, analysis, identifies the critical

characteristic distinguishing this tyre of center from the other systems. 'IMe

juxtaposition of items in th.e table is meant to reveal similarities and dissimi-

larities as well as to sho,;, the great overlap of functions, services, and Products

of a number of these systems.

Information analysis centers are costly because the generation of their

products and services are based mainly upon intellectual activity--the type of

analysis which results in the creation of new knowledge. These functions and

services are performed by high level professional personnel, experts in subject

fields. Alvin ':!einberg in his report enunciated that the information analysis

center was:

...primarily a technical institute rather than a library. It rust

be led by professional working scientists and engineers who maintain

the closest contact with their profession and who, by being near the

data, can make new syntheses that are denied those who do not have

all the data at their fingertips. (5)

Information analysis centers are located :C.r, active research environment1:4

t.e:erators and analkSts usually are respected researchers in their field of

specialties.



Anonr the more immortant services an information system can offer is

response to specific questions. The information analysis centers alrost

exclusively, can provide an call competent answers to specific ouestions. Some

information services center- may 1:P in R nosition to retrieve textual statements

from one or several documents relevant to an inquiry. Relevance, however, is not

always synonymous with competence.

In the best of all possible worlds, the worth of information services

centers are recognized and they receive all the financial sunnort they require.

In the actual crush of reality, information activities too often are considered

luxury items. In affluent times, they receive the sunnort they deserve, but in

depressed tires, as ve are In at present, they receive the first and severest cuts.

This unfortunate exnerience is the occunational hazard of all support-type activities.

Service activities, the underlying ohilosonhy goes, can to justified only through

their contributions to improving the efficiency of primary activities. This

accounts for the vielepoint that is nersvasive and for the nractice that is

nrevalent that nrirary activities such as research or engineering--often in the

position to benefit the vast--nay for that benefit. Rut alas, when hard tires

descend, hardest to re hit by any retrmehrent is the support service contributing

only indirectly to the primary activities. Such are the hard facts of life, not

only in the information endeavor but in all human enterprise. In today's difficult

times, even research, develonment and engineering are feeling the budget crunch.

;'ow are information activities faring today? All of us know the answer: They

-aro faring; badly. Pespite the fact' that. a number of information analysis centers

have loet or are-losing governmental financial sunnort they have enjoyed- for years,

I 3Deli.eYP-that-the'infOrmation analysis center, after. the dust,has settled in the
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context of today's belt-tightening, will be recognized and its importance will

become more significant especially in periods of decreasing government support

of research and development. The reason is the information analysis center has

demonstrated by its products and services its capability to enhance technological

progress. Urgent social, economic, political and technological nroblems in such

areas as energy, conservation, pollution control, urban and regional development,

health, human resources development, drugs, and control of natural catastrophes

like floods and earthquakes will call for more efficient utilization of information

and knowledge. The information analysis center because of its capability to distill

reliable knowledge from the stuff of information can play a critical role to rake

better use of lalformation already generated.

The information analysis center should be receiving increased attention in the

private sector. Most industrial concerns already have recognized that information

is a major resource requiring capable management. Many companies have inaugurated

information services activities to help promote their operations and some have

developed inforrntion analysis center activities to imnrove their competitiveness.

Industrial associations like the Copper Development Association and the American

Petroleum Institute also are supporting or developing information analysis centers

to help member firms solve problems and upgrade their capabilities.

Branscoub (1) has made the observation that perhaps the most important event

of the next decade will be the recognition of the true value of information--the

right information, reliable and relevant to our needs, available in useful form to

all those that need it Dranseomb believes that the most useful contribution of the

information analysis center may well be to demonstrate the importance and practicaMY

of achieving objectiv4y and Credihility'in Utilization of organized information.

Information and knowledge are the keys to the wise management of our futUre, and

the tnformation analysis center hat a distinct role to play in optimizing the ratio

of knowledge generated to information generated.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Functions, Products and Service Operalions among Types of
Information Services Organizations (4 Major Activity, in Minor Activity, 1 Rue

Activity, 0 No Activity)
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